The Use and Abuse of Monuments

The Crampton Memorial
Unveiled in 1862 at a site on College Green, sculpted by Joseph Kirk, and
dedicated to Philip Crampton (1777-1858), a surgeon-general in the British army.
Crampton took an interest in the general improvement of sanitation in Dublin City,
and was an advocate of total abstinence from alcohol. These characteristics were
reflected in the memorial’s construction, featuring three drinking fountains shaped
as shells, with a flow of water appearing from dolphin’s heads. Above rose a bronze
cluster of water lilies, a bust of Crampton, a swan, a heron and a pelican. An
inscription read that the monument
But Feebly represents
The Sparkle of his genial fancy
The Depth of his claim sagacity
The Clearness of his spotless honor
The Flow of his boundless benevolence.
Letters to The Irish Times described it as a ‘monstrosity’, ‘a bearded pelican
supporting a lettuce run to seed,’ and ‘a withered hollyhock’. Another
correspondent, presumably aware of Crampton’s stance on alcohol, suggested
that it was erected to frighten the public into one of eleven pubs situated close by.1
Complaints were made that no drinking cups were provided to a thirsty public to
avail of water ‘that dribbles and spurts out of dolphins’ mouths.’2 Maintenance on
the memorial seemed lax, and by 1929 it was reported it had been some time since
water last flowed in its’ basins.3 The memorial became commonly referred to as
‘The Cauliflower’, and made an impression on James Joyce. In his writing, it was
driven by in a horse and carriage, referred to as a ‘peartree’ and included in a
discussion about the act of artistic expression:
Is a chair finely made tragic or comic? Is the portrait of Mona Lisa good if I
desire to see it? Is the bust of Sir Philip Crampton lyrical, epical or dramatic?
Can excrement or a child or a louse be a work of art? If not, why not?4
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Pre-empting its eventual demise, Myles na gCopaleen offered his view, ‘an
enormous rotting pineapple rises to the sky, its’ fabric peeling off in great brown
goblets’.5 On 9 February 1959, the memorial collapsed on Thomas Darby, a post
office worker from Crumlin. He was standing at its’ base talking to a fellow worker
when a piece of metal fell at his heels. As he moved away, a second piece struck
him on the back. Darby was sent to Mercer’s Hospital, where he was later stated
to be comfortable and was released the next day. A motorcycle parked close by
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was also damaged, a scene featured prominently in
photographs on the front pages of Dublin
newspapers.6 The remains of the memorial were
subsequently removed by Dublin Corporation. Today
at the site, Cliodhna Cussen’s 1986 stone
monument makes formal allusions to a Steine, a
Viking marker stone believed to have stood there
until 1720.

The Bowl of Light
Erected on O’Connell Bridge in 1953 to celebrate
the first edition of An Tostal, a celebration of Irish
culture with an emphasis on drawing tourists into
the country during the Easter off-season. The event
was marked by a series of regional parades, arts and
sporting events, and continued on an annual basis
into the early 1960s when it eventually died out.
For weeks before An Tostal’s launch, work occurred
behind high wooden hoardings positioned on the
bridge, with the public becoming increasingly curious
to see what the result would be. The lengthy
construction period prompted Myles na gCopaleen
to suggest Dublin Corporation were building A Tomb
to the Unknown Gurrier, making a reference to the
war monuments of Europe, and alluding to a
corruption of the French word guerrier, meaning
warrior.7
Evening Herald and Evening Press, 10 February 1959.
Gurrier is defined in Bernard Share, Slanguage: A Dictionary of Irish
Slang (Dublin, 1997) as a derogatory term, referring to a ‘street
urchin’ and citing J.P. Dunleavy, The Ginger Man, 1955, ‘A girl’s
pipers band was rounding the front of Trinity College, all green and
tassels and drumming… followed by gurriers’. Presumably, A Tomb
of the Unknown Gurrier entered into common parlance at the time of
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Once completed, the concrete structure stretched the length of O’Connell
Bridge. In the middle of flutes of water, a copper bowl centerpiece contained a
group of revolving fiberglass flames rendered in red, yellow and orange hues. The
design, somewhat reflective of early pop culture or art modern styling, was never
accredited to any one individual. Perhaps its’ form came from the depths of the
Corporation’s unconscious thinking of what a progressive cityscape of the 1950s
should, could, or must look like.
The Royal Hibernian Academy passed a resolution calling for the removal of
‘the tawdry contraption which now defaces O’Connell Bridge, in the interests of
seemliness and civic dignity’.8 The most vocal detractor of the project after the
Bowl of Light’s installation, but first appeared in print the following year in na gCopaleen’s column in
the Irish Times, 9 February 1954. Somewhat appropriately for its’ nickname, a crowd gathered on the
bridge on Saturday night, 4 April 1953, as the wooden hoardings were to be removed. When nothing
happened, some became impatient and started to tear off the hoarding around The Bowl of Light. A
group continued up O’Connell Street and smashed in windows of Clery’s, Kinahan’s fruit and flower
shop, Montague Burton’s and the Savoy Cinema. A number of men were taken into custody, nine were
subsequently brought up on riotous behaviour charges and four people were treated at Jervis Street
Hospital for head injuries. Irish Times, 6 April 1953.
8
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unveiling continued to be na gCopaleen:
I have already called that gazebo a private convenience. You have no idea
how right I was. I got talking to a fellow who was employed erecting it. I told
him that I heard people talking of the ‘fountains’ but that, for my part, I did
not consider that the tiny spouts of water could be classified as fountains.
I had examined one of the installations in detail and it just looked to me like
a pipe with a lot of holes in it. That wasn’t a pipe, the man said, it was a
splarge. A new word, a fresh national gem! I pursued it eagerly. Let it then
publicly be known that SPLARGE is the Dublin Corporation word for the
perforated pipes used for flushing public lavatories, and that the O’Connell
Bridge item of superb vulgarity is simply a sort of lavatory upside-down.
Give the Corporation its due for caution when it comes to spending
money. SPLARGE! Who could think of a better name for it! ... Something like
that happened me over this SPLARGE. I mentioned the matter to an
engineer. He told me the word was wrong – correctly it was SPARGE. I
nearly burst into a splarge of tears.9

Ibid. Na gCopaleen’s sentiments on the built environment often revolved around a rueful distrust of the
local architect, ‘swarming around the planks and ladders, getting in the way of workmen, tasting the ‘mix’,
like an old cook’. Flann O’Brien, Further Cuttings: From Cruiskeen Lawn (London, 1976), p.199.
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Less than two weeks after the unveiling, in the early hours of 18 April at the site, an
eye-witness saw a man getting out of a sports car. He stood on the bridge for some
time, before climbing up on the girders on which the bowl was placed, wrenching
out the cluster of plastic flames and hurling it into the Liffey. He was apprehended
by a detective on Aston Quay, and members of a crowd who gathered after the
incident shouted ‘throw him in the river’ as he was taken away to the police
station.10 Later named in court as A. Wilson, a medical student at Trinity College, he
was bound to the peace for two years and ordered to pay £50 in damages.
In early 1954, soil was placed into the fountain, flowers planted, and the
copper bowl removed. In 1955, a reconnaissance dive occurred to try find the
flame. Belfast frogman Ernst Camlin made numerous dives between the central
piers of O’Connell Bridge in an effort to recover the missing plastic. After half an
hour, when hopes of recovery were, very literally, extinguished, he abandoned the
attempt and posed on the deck of his launch for newspaper photographers. His
opinion was there was ‘nothing down there except stones… you could not see a
foot in front of you below’.11 The remainder of the structure was eventually removed
with concrete jackhammers in December 1963. Some other nicknames for The
Bowl of Light recalled today are ‘The Horse Trough’, ‘The Flaming Soap Bowl’, and
most infamously, ‘The Thing’.
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Nelson’s Pillar
Erected to commemorate Horatio Nelson’s victory over Napoleon at the Battle
of Trafalgar in 1805, where he was mortally wounded. Nelson never visited
Dublin, yet the city’s aldermen erected a pillar on Sackville Street, now
O’Connell Street, in 1809, years before London’s Nelson’s Column of 1843.
Forty metres high, it consisted of a Doric column placed upon a cubic pedestal
designed by Francis Johnson. A statue of the deceased admiral on top, one
armed and with no sight from one eye, both injuries from sea battles, was
completed by sculptor Thomas Kirk.

Gaining access to a viewing platform for a panorama of Dublin was a popular
pursuit. Joyce’s Parable of the Plums featured two old ladies who ate plums at the
top, spitting the stones through the railings and down to the city below.12 During
his time in Dublin philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein took a photograph there.13
Dublin Corporation frequently discussed the removal of Nelson, with
unimplemented plans announced in 1876, 1881, 1891, 1923 and 1928.14
Eventually an explosion planted by a Republican splinter group destroyed the Pillar
at 1.32am, 7 March 1966. Their covert operation that night was entitled Operation
Humpty Dumpty. Lieutenant Colonel Patrick McCourt, the senior explosive
officer with the army, climbed the remnants of the pillar to inspect the scene,
describing the blasting as ‘an expert job’. He estimated that the sabotage most
likely came in the form of a necklace of charges encircling the column, indicated
by the fact that debris was evenly distributed around the base.15

Ulysses, Chapter Seven. The incident is considered a metaphor for the condition of Irish nationalism in
1904. Eating the plums, the women become horrified and unable to move, frightened by their distance
from ground level of Irish soil and finding the coloniser Nelson’s face unwelcoming and menacing.
13
Ludwig Wittgenstein lived in Ross’s Hotel on Parkgate Street from November 1948 to June 1949.
One evening, walking over the bridge to Heuston train station, he made an observation about its’
architectural merit to his close friend Maurice O’Connor Drury, ‘No, the details are poor; that cornice, for
example. What have I always said to you: night is the architect’s friend!’ Rush Rhees (ed.), Ludwig
Wittgenstein: Personal Recollections (Oxford, 1981), p.152.
14
Thomas Bodkin, former director of the National Gallery, was invited in the 1950s to give a lecture on the
Pillar. He was critical of the idea of replacing Nelson with a statue of the Virgin Mary: ‘I can’t help
thinking that she would not like to take charge of a column that was subscribed for and erected to the
memory of someone else’. Yvonne Whelan, Reinventing Modern Dublin (Dublin, 2003), p.204.
15
Irish Independent, 9 March 1966.
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Eight men detained by Gardai were later
released without charge.16 Rubble was cleared
from the street, ending up in Raheny and
the East Wall dump, where souvenir hunters
continued to descend on mounds of limestone
and granite, taking pieces for mantelpieces and
back gardens. A week later, the army destroyed
the remainder of the Pillar, by then known as
‘The Stump’, using explosives. The operation
caused minor damage to O’Connell Street,
shattering some shopfront windows nearby.
On 19 March, Nelson’s head was stolen from a
Corporation shed on Ardee Street. Days after,
money was anonymously sent to the offices of
the Evening Press, to be forwarded to the city
manager Matthew Macken to cover the cost
of damage in the break-in. The following week
an image appeared on the front page of the
paper, with seven hooded figures surrounding
the head. The group were later identified as
students of the National College of Art, while
the location where the photograph was taken
appears to be a suburban backgarden. It was
announced that Nelson would be returned to
the Corporation in a ceremony at the College of
Art Ball on 28 April.

Other attacks on monuments caused by sectarian action are not examined here. The tactic of destroying or
removing symbolic statues of what one community view as an oppressive or out-dated regime has a relatively
substantial history in Dublin: a statue of Queen Victoria was removed from the front of Leinster House in 1947,
eventually finding a new home in a shopping centre in Sydney in 1987. Of other prominent examples, an
equestrian statue of King William III in College Green since 1701 was destroyed in 1928, and in 1958 the Gough
and Carlisle statues in the Phoenix Park and the Eglinton statue in St. Stephen’s Green were all blown off their
pedestals.
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The robbery provoked a series of vested interests in the possession of the head.
Strongman Buttie Sugrue from Kerry was willing to pay a thousand pounds for the
head and would display it inside his pub, The Admiral Nelson in Sheppard’s Bush.
Sugrue, who had pulled busses along with his teeth, buried himself alive and could
lift a man who was sitting on a stool using only one hand, also planned to bring
the head on a tour of Europe with British Heavyweight boxer Henry Cooper, ‘I will
hold charity shows with it and give the money to needy Irish families, I don’t intend
to gain any money with it.’ The widow of Lord Charles Nelson, a descendent who
lived in Dun Laoghaire, expressed a wish to take ownership of the head.17 It
appeared on stage with the Dubliners at the Gate Theatre on 11 April, and
featured in a fashion shoot surrounded by 1960s mode styling. By mid-April it
was rented to Benny Grey, a twenty-one-year-old antiques dealer in London. He
smuggled it through a customs post on the border, and flew it out of Belfast.
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Evening Herald, 12 April 1966.

After a five-month stay in London,
the head returned to Ireland:
To rebel music, supplied
by the Dubliners, the great
stone head was driven
down O’Connell St., much
to the delight of hundreds
of children who joined in the
march. Then onto the Pillar
site, only to be moved on by
Gardai who refused to join
in the joke. Opposite Clery’s,
the cavalcade stopped and over a megaphone, the lessee from London, Mr.
Benny Gray sought for someone to ‘take away this thing.’ ‘Throw him in the
Liffey – throw the lot in with it’, shouted a fruit vendor. ‘Move on out of here
now’, said a burly sergeant. ‘Upon went Nelson’ sang the Dubliners – and on
and on went the farce.
‘Anyone from the Bank of Ireland here to take the head?’ shouted Mr. Gray.
‘Anyone from the Garda want it?’ he added. ‘Anyone in Dublin want it?’ he
shouted, and then from the milling crowd came the Corporation official.
Having subjected Nelson’s bad eye to a scratch with an Irish two-shilling piece
to ascertain its validity, the Corporation workmen agreed to take it away. But,
by now the Gardai got impatient. ‘This lorry will have to move on’, said the
Sergeant. The lorry key was missing and Mr. Gray was pulled from the lorry to
produce it. Having done so, the lorry moved away and the great head dropped
unceremoniously into the roadway.
At this stage the Corporation officials complained that someone in the
crowd had, with a few friends, taken the head again. ‘The public are interfering
with us’, he told Gardai.18
The head then resided for many years in the now defunct Civic Museum on South
William Street, and today can been seen in the reading room at Pearse Street library.
Evening Press, 6 September 1966; Irish Times, 7 September 1966. The rental agreement between Grey
and the National College of Art students was for a total of £300. Grey refuted claims that he had failed to pay
this fee to the students, who had intentions to use the money to initiate an art scholarship.
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James Joyce’s Tower
In 1980, as part of Rosc, several art installations were located in public spaces
throughout Dublin. Marta Minujin, an artist from Argentina, built a replica of the
Martello tower featured in the beginning of Joyce’s Ulysses. Transposed from a
location in Sandycove to the outside courtyard of Dublin University in Earlfort Terrace,
a resulting metal structure was supported on a cement base, its measurements
tallying with the original: 8.5 metres high, 11 metres across.
Vans then appeared bearing a total of 8,000 loaves of
Butterkrust bread from Edmund Downes’ bakery, a shop
established in Dublin for over a hundred years and made
reference to by Joyce in Dubliners. Fire engines arrived and
employees of the bakery ran up and down ladders to attach
each loaf, assisted by volunteers standing on portable
scaffolds. The gathered crowd was then invited to come and
strip the structure and take home the free bread, a scene
orchestrated by Minujin speaking through a megaphone.
‘Didja bring any butter, missus?’ demanded one young
onlooker. Minujin smiled weakly and pretended not to hear
him. ‘This is like feeding the ducks in Stephen’s Green,’
shouted one young man as he leapt up and caught another
flying loaf out of the air. French art critic Pierre Restany
observed ‘This is not an insult to either the bread or to
Joyce’.19 A crane then moved into position, its’ hook
fastened to the frame of the tower, lifted it up in the air and
down to rest on its’ side. The crowd present continued to
take the bread away, until the metallic structure was bare.
Evening Herald, 30 August 1980. Reference might be made to an
architectural model of the Campanile in Trinity College. Built by Charles
Lanyon in 1854, the subsequent model converted the Portland stone belfry
and granite arcade into an accomplished shape rendered in butter. It was
documented in Edward McParland, The Story of a Small but Highly
Architectural Object in Avenues to the Past, Terence Reeves-Smyth and
Richard Oram (eds.), (Belfast, 2003). McParland, a professor of architectural
history at Trinity College, cannot remember where or when the image was
sourced and jovially notes in his text that the present whereabouts of the
model are unknown.
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In accompanying literature on the event critic Jorge Glusberg noted,
James Joyce’s Tower is sculpture, a process sculpture – it was inaugurated
standing, it became the protagonist of activity, and it ended up on the ground to
finally disappear, despoiled of its basic materiality. In a sense, though, it lived on in
the rolls the spectators took home with them until they were all eaten…in this way
the rolls became res publica, that which belongs to everybody.
Reference to Catholic transubstantiation and communion were noted by critic
Dorothy Walker who, placing her reading within a Joycean idiom, noted that the
opening lines of the Catholic Latin mass, Introibo ad altare Dei, was uttered by the
character Buck Mulligan at the very beginning of Ulysses, inside the very Martello
Tower that Minujin replicated. She suggested that Minujin’s project could be
construed as a continuation of this scene.20
Philosopher Richard Kearney later wrote about James Joyce’s Tower, but did not
refer to Minujin directly by name, instead he noted that
The purpose of this happening was clearly to annihilate the notion of art as some
autonomous activity displayed in galleries or museums. But it could be argued
that by collapsing the divide between the otherness of art and the samness of

Dorothy Walker, Modern Art in Ireland (Dublin, 1997), p.127. The phrase begins the Tridentine Mass, the
most common Catholic Latin ceremony prior to Vatican II reforms. It translates as ‘I will go to the altar of God’.
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consumer society, the Performer
divests his work of its radically
estranging and therefore
emancipating power. Once art
entirely abandons its distinctly
aesthetic dimensions does it not
endorse the formless reality which
it presumably wishes to indict?
Such exercises in anti-art as this
Rosc Performance or Andy Warhol’s
famous line of Campbell’s soup
tins may well be self-defeating to
the extent that they succumb to
the everyday world of consumer
exploitation which radical art tends
to subvert. As Brecht warned, the
total repudiation of aesthetic form
and distance leads all too often to a
regressive banalisation of
experience.22
Kearney’s disappointingly conservative criticism is then used as the basis of an
argument to valorise the modernist tropes of painter Louis Le Brocquy. He observes
that while his ‘paintings alter aesthetic form, they do not abandon it’. He continues,
‘They remain essentially liberating in so far as they disassemble outworn forms of
representation, not in order to sanction formlessness, but in order to reconstruct
different forms. Le Brocquy’s art reinterprets our everyday way of seeing,
transforming meaning as it has already been expressed into meanings yet to be
expressed…’ One could well apply this same logic favourably to Minujin’s tower
with its transposition, referentiality and formal allusions to Joyce and Dublin.
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Richard Kearney, Visual Narratives (Dublin 1988), p.198. All italics are Kearney’s.

Sean’s Spiral
A steel sculpture by American artist Richard Serra was installed on Crane Street in
1984, as a commission for that year’s Rosc exhibition. The work, still visible today,
consists of a series of chevron-like metal shapes indented into the cobblestones
of the street in the midst of the sprawling Guinness brewery complex. Hundreds,
maybe thousands of cars drive over the sculpture each day, as the street is used as
a short cut for motorists to get from The Liberties onto Thomas Street. The title of
the work, Sean’s Spiral, is named after structural engineer Sean Mulcahy’s
involvement in the project, a firm friend with Serra to this day.
Serra’s original idea for the site consisted of two steel circles, sixteen feet in
diameter, placed into the road’s surface. Corporation workers were employed to
close the street, dig out foundations, lay a cement bed and place the sculpture,
with Serra supervising the install. The scene was captured by cartoonist Martin
Turner in The Irish Times of 7 July 1984, featuring two workmen and city manager
Frank Feely all onsite. Evocative puns were made of the Irish economy, Serra’s
surname and a correlation between his artistic genre as a Minimalist sculptor and
the daily efforts of a Dublin Corporation employee.

The cartoon’s chorus of CHE SERRA
SERRA…, alluding to 1950s popular
song Que Sera, Sera (Whatever Will
Be, Will Be) pre-empts the eventual
result of Serra’s endeavour. He was
quoted,
What was very disheartening here
is that I had an idea for making a
circular piece in the street… a circle
within a circle with a conjunction
which I hadn’t done before. The
people told me that they could
build that, that with an 8” flange
they could bend the steel into a
circle. As it turned out, after telling
me for a week that they could do
it and ordering the material they
couldn’t do it. I was fit to be tied! I
had a 160-foot of material and they
couldn’t bend it. I had the street
open with people waiting for me to
do something and about a day and
a half to come up with an answer...
I’m not going to know until the
piece is actually embedded in the
ground in the cobblestone there.22
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Young Rosc 1984 catalogue, p.11.

The end result is formally different than Serra’s original intention. As with all the
material examined here, it becomes obvious that his project could not be purely
experienced, rather it is the outcome of the social and discursive nature of site and
circumstance. In this manner, it would be difficult to consider Serra’s project a
failure. One might recall his earlier works, such as Splashing of 1968 where he
threw molten lead into the juncture between the wall and floor of art dealer’s Leo
Castelli’s warehouse on West 108th Street, New York. The result was a
straightforward things-lie-where-they-fall formal arrangement of a material. A lateral,
yet unconscious application of this approach is evident on Crane Street, using the
confines of a particular situation and the facilities at hand to create a sculptural
arrangement.
Anna Livia
Commissioned by businessman Michael Smurfit, and donated to the state as a
monument in honour of his late father. It cost £250,000, and was sculpted by
Eamon O’Doherty, an architect and sculptor who completed commissions for public
spaces in Ireland and abroad. Anna Livia Plurabelle is the name of a main character
in Joyce’s Finnegans Wake who embodies the Liffey. The fountain, three metres
high and twenty-five metres in length, featured a sculpture of a young woman sitting

on a slope with water flowing around her. The venture was typical of private
sponsorship of art in public celebrating Dublin’s millennium year of 1988: Allied Irish
Bank funded a series of sculptures placed throughout the city, Jury’s Hotel financed
a statue of fictional fishmonger Molly Malone. In March of that year, assistant city
manager Sean Haughey told a city council meeting he was having ongoing
discussions with Opus Management, a group of American businessmen, who
suggested that Irish-Americans be invited to pay $50 towards a slab in O’Connell
Street on which they would have their name inscribed. The proposal was generally
welcomed. Michael O’Halloran of Labour said Ballygowan water had been
described as a gimmick when it was first marketed, but had become a major
success. ‘Just because something was a gimmick did not mean that it should be
dismissed’ he said, and suggested that officials have further discussions with all
concerned to ensure that the plan contained reasonable safeguards.23 While this
scheme was never implemented, construction on O’Doherty’s sculpture began on
O’Connell Street that month.
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Irish Independent, 22 March 1988, featured a headline of ‘Streets of Dublin may yet be paved with dollars’.

Within days of its unveiling in June, Anna Livia received the nickname ‘The Floozie
in the Jacuzzi’. Public opinion was vocal: ‘She looks like a half-unwrapped mummy
from one of those Egyptian tombs’, said Jude Flynn from Rialto. ‘She certainly looks
like ‘the Floozie in the Jacuzzi’, said Marie Haman of Glasnevin. ‘Every hen and every
stag party will be throwing someone into the fountain with her’. Marie also thought
that the money should instead have been spent on caring for homeless people. ‘Oh
God - she’s ugly’, said Bernadette Moran of Fingal. ‘It looks like a body pulled out of
the river after twenty years’, However, Marie Doyle from Wexford said, ‘I like it. She’s
very unusual, something like Michelangelo would do’.24   The sculpture became a
prime example of the dilemma of placing an art object into a public space: while its
presence somehow seems to frightens the public, it ultimately bores the experts.
Art critic Dorothy Walker responded, ‘The risk is that the exercise may backfire in
providing the citizens with the greatest source of mirth they have had for some time.
This fountain would be better off in Tallaght, where they could do with some art’.25
Sculptor Conor Fallon noted ‘The whole concept is wrong, to be honest. A model, of
a sort, of the Liffey is almost anti-sculptural. It hasn’t been allowed to develop as an
idea, but had the concept imposed on it. It will be there forever, so why not spend a
year rethinking it?’26
The fountain became a receptacle for cigarette butts, used bus tickets and sweet
papers. Soap powder was frequently added to the water to see the fountain bubble.
Management of the site became an issue for Dublin Corporation. They refused to
sanction artist Lily Van Oost’s plan to wrap a fabric creation around the reclining
sculptural figure in 1989. Despite receiving full approval from sculptor O’Doherty, city
officials stopped the event going ahead with assistant manager Davy Byrne noting it
would encourage vandalism.27 The fountain and sculpture were eventually removed
in 2001 and placed in storage in St Anne’s Park, Raheny. In 2010, the sculpture was
restored and installed at Croppy Acre memorial park.

Irish Independent, 15 June 1988.
Irish Independent, 11 March 1988.
26
Irish Independent, 28 March 1988.
27
Van Oost, an artist from Belgium who lived and worked in Kerry from the mid 1970s, completed several
artistic interventions around Dublin. Her contribution to the Open International Sculpture Exhibition in 1988
consisted of a fabric creation draped over a Double Decker bus, purporting to be a geansai for the vehicle.
Van Oost later proposed to knit a straitjacket for Maggie Thatcher, ‘Can you imagine it?’ she laughed. She
24
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Millennium Countdown Clock
Commissioned by the National Lottery, the Millennium Countdown Clock appeared
in the Liffey in March 1996. 10,000 people attended the unveiling, which was also
televised live. A twelve metre long timepiece with a digital readout was designed
to float just below water level, whether at high or low tide. Designed by Grainne
Hassett and Vincent Ducatez, the structure was surrounded by carbon ‘reeds’,
each seven metres high, mounted on buoys and lit by flashing lights. Initial costs of
£100,000 escalated to £250,000. Considered a novel version of replacing church
bells ringing out the chimes for the momentous Millennium occasion, the clock
would break off its mooring at midnight on 31 December 1999 and float down the
Liffey.

spoke of her disappointment in an article in Image Magazine, October 1991 at the lack of commissioning
interest in her idea to make a giant tea-cosy for the Custom House. The piece on O’Connell Street would
have coincided with the opening of an exhibition of her work at Temple Bar Gallery. After permission was
refused, she staged a photoshoot of herself in a bath wearing the robe, woven in nylon tights and wool.
The image appeared in The Irish Press, 16 May 1989.

By the end of that summer, complaints were made that the digits could not be
read as debris and dirt clogged the green digital display. It was removed in
August to make way for that year’s Liffey swim and subsequently not placed
back in the water. An engineering firm, PH McCarthy and Partners, were
consulted about what could be done. Several suggestions were mooted; to
hang the clock on a building, float the clock above water level, or cover its
surface with a container full of clean water, and then re-submerge it into the
Liffey. By then, its pseudonyms included ‘The Clock in the Dock’, ‘The Chime in
the Slime’ and ‘Anna Livia’s wrist watch’. Despite the ambition of the scheme,
responses now noted that ‘it was like inviting your guests to admire the family
silver when it floated in a greasy sink.’28
A postcard dispenser was placed on O’Connell Bridge, showing the seconds left
on the clock at the moment of purchase. 86,000 postcards were sold, at 20p
each. Of the 119 million seconds intended for the clock to countdown, it only
ticked away approximately 14 million seconds, leaving about three and a half
years of uncounted seconds. Later, the National Lottery revealed ‘that the clock
was in storage in a warehouse in Dublin somewhere, and would probably be
broken down into pieces.’ Chairman John Hynes coyly noted that ‘the clock was
ahead of its time.’29

Irish Times, 9 August 1996.
Irish Times, 12 February 1997. The idea of
an everyday object, in this case the digital
stopwatch, expanded exponentially to an
architectural scale has a precedent in Dublin.
Glasnevin parish school, a circular building
with a conical roof was locally referred to as
‘The Inkbottle’. Built around 1730 and existent
until 1900, the design has been attributed to
Jonathan Swift.
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Consider the functions of these objects: the traditional monument
as a site of empowered remembrance or imagined collective
expression, the modern sculpture as a signifier of the physicality
of space and urbanity, and the contemporary art installation as a
shifting social and discursive entity often reactive to audience and
context. Beyond the conventions of spectatorship proposed in
these definitions, what is determined by daily treatment and active
public participation?
Research on this topic is collected here. There is no attempt at a
survey or inclusion of all acts of public artistry in Dublin; instead
there is identification of a select few where attitudes existing
between action and commentary, creation and decay, serenity and
disruption are apparent. In sequencing a collection of incidents into
a comparative analysis, these situations might become more than
trivial moments in the progressive framework of the city. Instead
they might be viewed as a phenomenon that shapes a tradition
with specific customs and allusions.

